Modulation of chromatic difference in receptive field size of H1 horizontal cells in carp retina: dopamine- and APB-sensitive mechanisms.
Chromatic aspects of receptive field size in the H1 horizontal cell syncytium of the carp retina were investigated using spectral photostimuli (blue or red) presented in the form of either a pair of a small spot and annulus, or a narrow moving slit. In the light-adapted retina, the receptive field for the blue stimulus was found to be significantly smaller than that for the red, i.e. there was a chromatic difference in the receptive field size. During the course of dark adaptation, the overall receptive field size increased, but the chromatic difference decreased. Immediately after adaptation to bright light, the receptive field sizes were reduced significantly, but the chromatic difference increased, mainly due to a greater reduction in the receptive field for the blue stimulus. Application of dopamine (5 microM) to a dark-adapted retina gradually decreased the receptive field size for both colours, but the chromatic difference became larger, again due to a greater reduction in the receptive field size for the blue stimulus. 2-Amino-4-phosphonobutyrate (APB) applied to light-adapted retinae at a working concentration of 1 mM, greatly expanded the receptive field size and suppressed the chromatic difference due to the effect being greater for the receptive field for the blue stimulus. The effect of APB was slow and cumulative. On the other hand, intracellular injection of cGMP or dibutyryl-cGMP increased the chromatic difference in the receptive field size. It is suggested (i) that the chromatic difference in the receptive field size could be due to a cGMP-coupled, conductance-decreasing receptor mechanism activated by APB; and (ii) that the mechanism is associated with short-wavelength sensitive cone input to the H1 cells and operates in the light-adapted state of the retina.